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Good posture will give you a lift, and so will these core-
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If your list of reasons for NOT exercising 
continues to grow, maybe it’s time for a 

back-to-basics approach. 

Finally, an exercise  
without a downside

Swimming?
“I’d rather not  
get wet.”

Running?
“Hurts the joints.”

We’re celebrating!
75 Days. 75 Ways.
Wellmark turns 75 in 2014. We 
are celebrating this milestone 
for 75 days in 75 ways. This 
special “Be Fit” edition of Blue, 
Wellmark’s quarterly member 
magazine, is just one of the 
ways we are marking this 
milestone.

Be FIT!
We know that fitness doesn’t 
happen in a day. It’s more like 
a way of life. Whether you’re 
just starting off, you’ve hit 
a plateau, or you’re looking 
to rev up your routine, find 
the information you need 
in this special edition of 
Blue. For more health and 
wellness stories from Blue, visit 
Wellmark.com/Blue. 

Join the celebration.  
Find us on Facebook or visit 
Wellmark.com/75 to learn 
how.
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Do’s and don’ts of walking
GO OUTDOORS. Nature improves your mood, 
plus you’ll get a more effective workout than 
if you are indoors on a treadmill. Sidewalks, 
roads, sand, grass and dirt are never 
completely level, so your muscles get a better 
workout. Plus, even the smallest incline or 
gust of wind increases resistance, which burns 
more calories. If you must workout indoors, 
dial up the incline on your treadmill or add 
bursts of faster movement.

USE A PEDOMETER. Keeping track of your 
steps increases your physical activity by about 
27 percent, according to a 2007 Stanford 
University study. That’s an extra mile of 
walking each day.

GET THE RIGHT SHOE. Start with a 
reputable running shoe store, and have a 
foot and gait analysis. You’ll want lightweight 
walking sneakers that bend and flex with the 
rolling action of a walk. Running shoes tend to 
be too stiff for walking. Some shoes labeled for 
“walking” are actually designed for workplace 
comfort rather than fitness walking. Your best 
bet is to talk to an expert about what’s best for 
your walking needs. 

LEAVE THE WEIGHTS AT HOME. Walking 
with weights can be more harmful than 
helpful. Even light weights are heavy enough 
that they increase your risk of shoulder injury 
during a walk.  

The three levels of walking
WALKING FOR YOUR HEALTH. Take a stroll. 
This is a low-intensity but physical exercise. 
The pace is about three miles per hour or 
a 20-minute mile. For a person of average 
height, this is about 120 steps per minute.

WALKING FOR WEIGHT LOSS. Brisk walking 
is generally about a 15-minute mile, the pace 
of most exercise walkers. You’ll be traveling 
four miles per hour, or about 135 steps per 
minute for a person of average height. At 
this rate, you should be breathing noticeably 
but able to carry on a conversation in full 
sentences.

FOR THE ADVANCED WALKER. For a 
greater level of aerobic fitness, and to burn 
more calories, try walking faster. Aerobic 
walking is typically about a 12-minute mile, or 
150 steps per minute.

20 
MINUTE  

MILE

15 
MINUTE  

MILE

12 
MINUTE  

MILE

Walking may not be 
the latest, greatest 
exercise trend, but 
that hasn’t stopped it 
from steadily growing 
in popularity. Between 
2005 and 2010, the 
number of adults who 
walked for 10 minutes 
or more at least once  
a week rose from 56  
to 62 percent. This  
is an increase of 20  
million people. Not  
too shabby!
SOURCE: Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention

IN JUST 10 
MINUTES...
JUST THIS MUCH WALKING 
WILL LIFT YOUR MOOD 
FOR TWO HOURS. This 
is according to a landmark 
1984 study by Robert Thayer, 
Ph.D., author of Calm Energy: 
How People Regulate Mood 
With Food and Exercise. 
Thayer asked volunteers to 
assess the seriousness of 
a personal problem before 
and after a 10-minute walk. 
After the walk, the volunteers 
described their problems as 
less severe than before the 
walk. The study found similar 
improvements in a second 
group of volunteers who rated 
their optimism levels higher 
after a walk.

The walking advantage
Walking may not be trendy, cool, “sporty” or impressive. It might be 
considered ordinary. Yet, walking has an impressive list of health benefits. 
Done properly and consistently, walking is actually quite extraordinary.

Greek physician Hippocrates said it best, “Walking is man’s best 
medicine.” Only this medicine doesn’t cost a thing. 

The list of the health benefits attributed to walking keeps growing, as 
research uncovers more scientific evidence about its benefits. Regular, brisk 
walking helps you:

› Maintain a healthy weight

› Keep energy levels up

› Elevate your spirits

› Strengthen memory

› Improve balance and coordination

› Prevent and manage various chronic conditions, such as heart disease, 
high blood pressure and type 2 diabetes

› Strengthen bones

› Decrease the risk of some cancers

The faster, farther and more frequently you walk, the greater the 
benefits.

According to the American Heart Association, it’s best to walk vigorously 
for 30 to 60 minutes three to four times a week. But you don’t have to be 
speedy to enjoy the health benefits of walking. Low- to moderate-intensity 
walking is also beneficial. Even walking for 20 minutes a day at a moderate 
pace of three miles per hour (a 20-minute mile) has health benefits.

Even walking for 20 minutes a day at a 
moderate pace has health benefits.

IMPROVE YOUR 
WALKING TECHNIQUE
› STAND TALL. Keep your head 

up and shoulders back, and 
look to the horizon. Tuck those 
abs in to avoid arching your 
lower back. 

› TAKE QUICKER STEPS. 
Your stride will lengthen as 
you speed up, but don’t force 
yourself to take longer steps. 

› BEND YOUR ARMS. Faster 
arms make faster feet. Lift 
those arms to a 90-degree 
angle. Keep your elbows fixed 
as you swing your arms.

› PUSH OFF WITH YOUR BACK 
FOOT. Add power by pushing 
at the end of each step as your 
leg prepares to swing forward. 
Pretend as if you’re showing the 
sole of your shoe to someone 
behind you.
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gym-timidation
Workout barriers and how to beat them
IF YOU WANT TO GET IN SHAPE, BUT YOU’RE 
INTIMIDATED BY THE IDEA OF JOINING A GYM, IT’S TIME 
TO TACKLE THOSE FEARS.

BARRIER:  “I’m out of shape. It’s embarrassing to work out next to 
skinny athletes.”

HOW TO BEAT IT:  “Many people feel insecure and worry that others 
are judging them at the gym. You’re not alone,” says Dana Lemberg, R.D., 
L.D., CHES, health and wellness consultant for Wellmark Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield. 

“In reality, most individuals are too absorbed in their own workouts to pay 
attention to people around them,” she says. 

TO MINIMIZE YOUR OWN INSECURITY:

› Watch a few home exercise videos to familiarize yourself with 
techniques before hitting the gym. 

› Ask fitness center employees to explain unfamiliar equipment. 
› If you can afford it, hire a personal trainer – even for just a few 

sessions. He or she can answer questions, demonstrate machines and 
provide a tailored workout plan. 

› If you’re still intimidated, try scheduling workouts during a gym’s quiet, 
emptier hours. 

BARRIER:  “I’ve tried gym memberships before, but 
just can’t seem to stick with them.”

HOW TO BEAT IT:  Tour several fitness centers 
before joining one. Ask questions and notice the 
people working out.

“EVERY GYM HAS A DIFFERENT CULTURE,” 
SAYS LEMBERG. “YOU’LL BE MORE LIKELY 
TO STICK WITH IT BY CHOOSING ONE THAT 
SUITS YOUR LIFESTYLE.”

Before joining a fitness center, list what you don’t like 
about gyms, what keeps you from going, and other 
factors that might hold you back. Then, consider how 
to address each:

› If child care is an issue, look for a place with 
babysitting services or kids’ classes. 

› If running into co-workers at the gym makes you 
uncomfortable, join a center closer to home.

› If it’s hard to stay motivated, get a friend or spouse 
to join with you and hold each other accountable. 

BARRIER: “By the time I leave work, I’m exhausted. 
Won’t the gym make it worse?”

HOW TO BEAT IT:  “Studies show that when you 
work out, you actually get an energy boost,” says 
Lemberg. “It can help improve your mood, and it 
provides many other physical and emotional benefits.” 

If end-of-the-day exercise still seems like too much, 
consider morning or lunchtime trips to the gym. Start 
with short workouts, and increase until you get used to 
the new schedule.

TO SAVE TIME, EXPERIMENT WITH 
INTENSITY.

“A workout doesn’t need to take hours. The more 
intense your activity, the more calories you’ll burn,” 
says Lemberg.

BARRIER:  “All those machines and equipment... it 
seems so confusing.”

HOW TO BEAT IT:  The easiest way to get 
comfortable in a new gym is to work with a personal 
trainer who can guide you through techniques 
and equipment. If cost is an issue, ask about free 
introductory sessions for new members or find a gym 
employee who can answer questions. While each gym 
has a different atmosphere, basic social etiquette 
applies:

› CLEAN UP AFTER YOURSELF. Wipe down 
machines and restack weights when you’re 
finished.

› TAKE TURNS. If people are waiting for the 
treadmill, limit your workout to 30 minutes and 
move to another machine.

› RESPECT OTHERS’ PERSONAL SPACE . 
Avoid blaring music, talking loudly on your cell 
phone and grunting noisily while working out. 

BARRIER:  “I don’t have the money for a gym 
membership.”

HOW TO BEAT IT:  “Ask about pricing structures 
and discounts. Some places, such as the YMCA, 
offer financial assistance,” says Lemberg. Also check 
out community and college fitness centers, which 
sometimes offer discounts for local residents.
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Resistance bands convenient, portable, and just 
as effective as traditional weights. 
CARDIO MAY BE YOUR GO-TO-WORKOUT, BUT IF 
YOU’RE NOT ALSO STRENGTH TRAINING, YOU’RE 
MISSING OUT ON IMPORTANT HEART BENEFITS. 

While cardio keeps arteries flexible, lifting weights trains blood 
vessels in your limbs to move more blood, taking stress off the 
heart. Recent studies have found that strength training lowers 
blood pressure after exercise more than cardio.

According to Bo McBee, exercise specialist in the Well for Life 
Center at Wellmark Blue Cross and Blue Shield, exercise bands 
may be even more effective than traditional weights. 

WITH RESISTANCE BANDS, YOU’RE WORKING A FULL 
RANGE OF MOTION AND TARGETING MUSCLES YOU 
MAY MISS OTHERWISE. ALSO, YOU’RE IMPROVING 
STRENGTH AND BALANCE.

“THEY’RE FOR EVERYONE — MEN AND WOMEN ALIKE,” says 
McBee. “Unlike a bulky gym set, they are affordable and don’t 
take up much room. In fact, you can get the same exact workout 
as a bench press without owning a bulky bench and a set of 
weights.” 

WHICH BANDS?
The color of the band does make a difference, according to 
McBee. “You don’t need all the bands. I recommend you get 
two — one with a lighter resistance, one with a higher resistance. 
Colors tend to vary by manufacturer,” adds McBee, “but women 
should typically use a yellow and red band tension, and men 
should go with blue and black.” 

Women and weight 
lifting: busting the 
biggest myth
Many women think strength 
training means bulking up. Or, 
they worry lifting weights means 
weighing more, because muscle 
weighs more than fat. But in reality, 
strength training doesn’t translate 
to extra pounds on the scale.

“Cardio will increase your 
metabolism. Strength training 
increases your muscle mass, which 
in turn increases your resting 
metabolic rate,” says Bo McBee, 
exercise specialist in the Well 
for Life Center at Wellmark Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield. So, after 
a strength-training session, your 
body will burn calories at a higher 
rate while you’re working at your 
desk or resting.

Strength training is the ultimate 
flab melter. “For women, it means 
slimming down and toning up,” 
says McBee.

For a good total body workout
try these moves for just 15 minutes 2-3 times a week.

4  LUNGE WITH BICEPS CURL  
(biceps, quads, glutes) With 
center of band under one 
foot, position your other foot 
two feet behind you. With 
underhand grip on handles, 
perform a bicep curl while 
bending knees to lunge. Do 20 
repetitions on each leg.

3  SQUAT & OVERHEAD PRESS  
(shoulders, glutes, hamstrings, 
quads) Stand with feet 
shoulder-width apart on middle 
of the band. With handles 
at shoulder height, palms 
facing out, squat deeply while 
pressing arms over your head. 
Return to standing position, 
keeping weight on your heels 
as you resist the band. Repeat 
20 times. 

5  BAND PUSH UP  
(chest, triceps) In push up or 
plank position, wrap the band 
around your upper back and 
under shoulders, gripping 
each handle at the floor. Bend 
at elbows and lower chest to 
ground. Return to starting 
position and repeat 20 times.  

6  MONKEY  
(obliques) Stand with feet 
wider than shoulder-width 
apart on middle of the band. 
Grip bands and keep knees 
soft. Bend your torso in 
one direction while drawing 
opposite elbow upward. 
Alternate sides. Repeat 20 
times in each direction. 

1   CRUNCH WITH LAT  
PULL-DOWN  
(upper and lower abs) Loop 
the band around a stable 
and heavy object, such as a 
bed post. Lie on your back. 
Grip the handles with arms 
extended, raise legs to 90 
degree angle. Crunch your 
upper body forward while 
drawing arms toward knees. 
Roll back to starting position. 
Repeat 20 times.

2  HUG-THE-WORLD PLIÉ 
(upper back, inner thigh, 
glutes) With legs wide, toes 
pointed out, wrap band 
around your upper back. Hold 
bands just shy of handles. 
Extend arms to sides, then 
bring fingers together and 
bend knees to squat position. 
Return to start position. 
Repeat 20 times. 

STRETCH AND 
STRENGTHEN

A

A B

B

A

A B

A

AB B B
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More advice for getting the results  
you want:
1.  STEP AWAY FROM THE SCALE .  It will be 

your friend one day, your enemy the next. Don’t 
let your health or self-image be at the mercy of 
your weight on any given day. Go ahead and weigh 
yourself every once in a while, but it’s far better to 
focus on lost inches, fitting into those jeans or just 
feeling better overall. 

2 .  SET A GOAL .  Start small with simple, attainable 
goals that you can meet within 2-3 weeks. For 
example, you may want to run farther or faster, or 
lift a heavier weight. Work your way to bigger, long-
term goals. Find someone — a friend or a trainer 
— to hold you accountable.

3 .  EATING TOO LIT TLE OR TOO MUCH.  
Many people eat little to nothing before a workout. 
Others use food as a reward for a workout, or 
overeat later in the day. The best approach is to 
give your body the nutrition it needs throughout 
the day. Also, avoid sabotaging your workout with 
sugary “energy” drinks or calorie-dense protein 
bars. 

4 .  WARM UP BEFORE , STRETCH AFTER. 
A lot happens during a warm up — your body 
is waking up so that blood flow increases and 
you can use energy and oxygen more efficiently. 
Always ease slowly into your exercise. After your 
workout, stretching for a few minutes is more 
effective than it may seem — it will help keep 
your muscles from tightening up while helping to 
improve their strength. 

5.  EVEN CAMELS NEED WATER. Many 
humans deprive themselves of this simple, 
yet effective drink. Work your way up to eight 
cups a day. If you’re working out and sweating, 
you’re going to need more. Drink water before, 
throughout and after your workout. 

6 .  QUALIT Y OVER QUANTIT Y. When it comes 
to strength training, you want steady control as 
you lift and lower your weights. If you’re racing 
through reps, your weights are likely too light. If 
you’re letting momentum or gravity play a role in 
your lifting, it’s likely your weights are too heavy, 
and you’re risking injury. You want a bit of strain on 
about the last three reps, says Erlandson. 

7.  MOVE , EVEN WHEN YOU’RE NOT 

WORKING OUT. A 30-minute power walk 
over your lunch hour does not mean you can be 
sedentary the rest of your day. Humans are meant 
to move. At the very least, get up every hour and 
walk around, or stand instead of sit. Pace the floor 
while you’re on the phone. Sit on an exercise ball 
at the computer. Think about getting movement 
throughout your day.  

SEVEN WAYS 
TO GET  

WORKOUT 
RESULTS

STICKING TO AN EXERCISE ROUTINE IS 
HALF THE BATTLE. GETTING RESULTS IS 
THE OTHER HALF.

Working out regularly but not seeing results? If you 
want to trim down, tone up or just feel more fit, 
you’ll likely need to put in more effort. 

Shouldn’t this get easier? 
It’s easy to get into a groove when your exercise 
routine becomes more pleasant, and you’re not 
grunting, groaning or sweating. But to be effective, 
exercise needs an element of challenge. 

“The number one mistake people make when it 
comes to exercise is doing the same thing, day 
after day,” says Alicia Erlandson, personal trainer 
and assistant manager at the Well for Life Center at 
Wellmark Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 

“You can’t take a leisurely walk every day and 
expect results,” says Erlandson. “It will give you 
a basic level of fitness, which is good, but it won’t 
take you to the next level, which would require an 
increase in speed, or adding intervals or an incline. 
The same is true with yoga, running, weight lifting 
or any type of cardio. You’ve got to surprise those 
muscles with something new to grow into.”

“There’s nothing wrong with moderate exercise. In 
fact, I’ve always believed that the most effective 
workout is the one you’ll do for the long haul,” says 
Erlandson. “But, doing the same thing, day after 
day, will not yield results. So it’s great to have that 
familiar go-to exercise, but regularly challenge 
yourself with something else.” 

TRY A NEW CLASS, INCORPORATE 
INTERVAL TRAINING INTO YOUR WALKS 
OR RUNS, OR ADD CARDIO TO YOUR 
STRENGTH TRAINING.

Leave your 
comfort  
zone 
behind

AN INTERVIEW WITH ALICIA ERLANDSON

PERSONAL TRAINER AND ASSISTANT 
MANAGER, WELL FOR LIFE CENTER AT 
WELLMARK BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
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Do you know squat?
This basic, go-to 
exercise has a host of 
health benefits
IF YOU’RE WILLING TO TRY ONE MUSCLE-
STRENGTHENING EXERCISE, GET THE 
BEST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK WITH THE 
STANDARD SQUAT.

“The squat is one of the most basic, functional 
exercises,” says Gina Ryan, personal trainer and 
general manager of the Well for Life Center at 
Wellmark Blue Cross and Blue Shield. “This simple 
move can improve your mobility and balance. As you 
age, the squat will help you do everyday activities 
with ease.”

› SQUATS ENGAGE MORE MUSCLES THAN 
ANY OTHER EXERCISE MOVE: your quads, 
hamstrings, outer thighs, glutes and core.

› SQUATS WILL HELP YOU MAINTAIN YOUR 
MOBILITY: getting up and out of chairs, helping 
with balance and strength.

› THE SQUAT HAS THE POTENTIAL FOR 
BIGGER AND FASTER MUSCLE GROWTH than 
many other exercises.

› DONE CORRECTLY, SQUATS CAN HELP 
MINIMIZE KNEE INJURIES by keeping the 
muscles around the knee strong and supportive.

Get in proper form for your squat
› Stand up straight with your feet shoulder-width 

apart. 

› Bend your legs at the knees until your thighs are 
almost parallel to the floor, like you’re sitting in a 
chair. Return to the starting position and repeat.

Start with three sets of eight squats and gradually add 
more repetitions. 

Before you start, remember form
“When you squat, proper technique is critical,” says 
Ryan. “Without proper form, you could risk serious 
injuries or gradual injury over a period of time.” Focus 
on these concepts:

› YOUR BACK. You’ll want to keep your back 
straight as you squat. Don’t round it out. To do 
this, keep your head up and your eyes focused on 
an object directly in front of you. 

› YOUR CORE. As you squat, keep your core strong 
and tucked in. 

› YOUR ARMS. Stretch them in front of you or bend them at the 
elbows while you squat, or lightly position your hands behind your 
ears. 

› YOUR KNEES. As you squat, don’t allow your knees to travel over 
your toes. You should be able to see your toes throughout the 
entire squat. 

› YOUR GLUTES. Stick your bottom out as you squat. As you lower 
your body to the ground, don’t allow your bottom to drop lower 
than your knees. “Think like you’re sitting down in a chair,” says 
Ryan. “The goal isn’t a deep squat, but rather one that is effective 
and keeps your thighs parallel to the floor.”

› BALANCE YOUR WEIGHT ON YOUR HEELS. Don’t lean forward 
as you squat. Balance most of your weight on the heels of your 
feet, not your toes.

Squat variations
Looking for a variation to the standard squat? Ryan recommends the 
following:

WITH A STABILITY BALL. With the stability ball balanced against 
the wall, and your back on the ball, lower yourself into the squat. 

“You get the same strength exercise,” says Ryan. “It’s just less 
stressful on an injury.”

ONE-LEGGED SQUAT. To add challenge, and help with balance and 
strength, try a one-legged squat. 

ADD WEIGHT. If you’re looking to add more challenge, use resistance 
bands or dumbbells with your squat.

CHALLENGE: 
Can you fit 100 
squats in your 
day?
Gradually incorporate a few sets 
throughout your day, and over 
time, you should feel a difference. 
Here are a few ideas for working 
up to 100 squats (5 sets of 20)  
a day:

➊ BLOW-DRYING YOUR HAIR? 
Get in 20 squats. 

➋ SITTING AT YOUR 
COMPUTER? Every 20 
minutes, stand up and do 20 
squats.

➌ WATCHING TV? During 
commercial time, stand up for 
20 squats. 

➍ WAITING FOR DINNER TO 
COOK? See if you can get in 
20 squats. 

➎ DOES THE RECLINER LOOK 
INVITING? Require 20 squats 
before you can sit down in 
your favorite seat. 

➊

➋
➌

➍ ➎
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YOU  
GOTTA' 
Tabata

Perk up a  
dull workout  

routine
LOOK UP THE WORD 
“TABATA” ONLINE AND YOU 
MIGHT BE TURNED OFF BY 
THESE WORDS: INTENSE, 
UNCOMFORTABLE AND 
MONOTONOUS. DOESN’T 
SOUND LIKE MUCH FUN, 
DOES IT? 

“If you think Tabata is all those 
things, then rethink it,” says Alicia 
Erlandson, personal trainer and 
assistant manager at the Well for 
Life Center at Wellmark Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield. 

Tabata can be anything you want 
it to be. “I incorporate Tabata into 
all of my classes and personal 
training sessions,” says Erlandson. 
“It just shakes things up enough 
to make it interesting. Add a little 
to your regular go-to exercise and 
see where it takes you.”

Two Tabatas to try
ABS TABATA SET:

1. Crunches  
(20 seconds) 
(10 second break)

2. Bicycle crunch  
(20 seconds)  
(10 second break)

3. Side plank  
(20 seconds) 
(10 second break)

4. Plank hold 
(20 seconds) 
(10 second break)

Repeat the series, and you’ve got 
one Tabata under your belt!

Find photos and directions for how 
to complete these exercises on 
page 19.

BEGINNER FULL-BODY 
TABATA SET:

1. Squats  
(20 seconds) 
(10 second break)

2. Pushups  
(20 seconds) 
(10 second break)

3. Walk the stairs  
(20 seconds) 
(10 second break)

4. Crunches  
(20 seconds) 
(10 second break)

Repeat the series and you’ve got 
one Tabata under your belt!

For proper squat technique, see 
page 12.

Why Tabata?
Tabata originated in 1996 with 
the exercise research of Dr. Izumi 
Tabata. He used his timing training 
on cyclists. The results were so 
striking that the training was 
named after him. 

“True Tabata training 
requires participants to 
push themselves to the max 
— and that level of intensity 
is not for everyone,” says 
Erlandson. “Anyone can try 
Tabata-inspired intervals  
at a lower intensity that’s 
more appropriate for their 
fitness level.”

Get the timer.
You can find free Tabata timers 
online at Tabatatimer.com. You 
can also find apps for your smart 
phone. Most timers and apps will 
allow you to set the length of your 
work and rest intervals any way  
you like.

At its most basic, Tabata is 
simply a timing technique.  

It goes like this:

20 seconds of intense (or 
moderate to intense) training

10 seconds of rest
(Repeat 8 times)

You can use Tabata to speed 
things up in cardio like: 

• running  
• jogging
• walking
• cycling
• jumping rope 
• elliptical

Or try: 
• squats
• lunges
• jumping jacks 
• pushups 
• strength training

30 SECONDS

Mix and match
Most people would prefer not to 
do the same exercise eight times 
in a row. That’s where it gets fun. 
Get creative with Tabata by mixing 
and matching exercises in the 
same Tabata cycle. For example, 
alternate a jumping jack with a 
squat.

Or, consider trying Tabata with 
an area you want to work out that 
day, for example, abdominals. 
Instead of 25 crunches, try planks, 
crunches, reverse crunches, and 
bicycle crunches, and repeat until 
you’ve completed eight rounds (or 
four minutes).

14 | Blue | BE FIT
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sitting down walking jogging running

 Warm up for 5 minutes at a 4-5 effort

 Start with 30 seconds at a 7-8 effort

 Follow up with 30 seconds at a 5-6 effort  
(repeat steps 2 & 3 for a total of 20 minutes)

 Cool down for 5 minutes at a 4-5 effort

running as fast as you can

SHORTER WORKOUT, BIGGER RESULTS

Get in shape faster with our  
fat-burning interval routine

If you think you 
don’t have time for 
a workout, think 
again. IN JUST 
30 MINUTES, you 
can have a highly 
effective workout. 

THE SECRET? INTERVALS. With intervals, you alternate 
short bursts of high-intensity exercise with  
low-intensity recovery periods.

“INTERVALS WILL INCREASE YOUR FITNESS LEVEL AND BURN 
MORE CALORIES OVER A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME than slow-
and-steady cardio,” says Gina Ryan, personal trainer and general 
manager at Wellmark Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s Well for Life 

Center. “Just doing the same thing for your whole workout time is 
far less effective.” 

“So, yes, you’ll need to throw more effort into your workout,” adds 
Ryan, “Keep at it, and you’ll feel and see the results.” 

The best thing about intervals? “You set the rules,” says Ryan. 
“Varying lengths of work and recovery bring different benefits — 
so it’s all good.” 

“The other great thing about interval training is that most anyone 
can do it,” she adds. “From the beginner to the elite athlete, you 
can adapt interval training to your fitness level."

“MY ADVICE IS TO START SLOW. Get in a good warm-up. Don’t 
risk injuries or start off too strenuously. Work your way up and 
listen to your body. If you think you’re overdoing it, slow down.”

Ryan suggests the 30-minute interval routine (shown below) to 
start with, adjusting as you see fit. Try it with walking, running, or 
any other exercise equipment or activity you enjoy.

Fat-burning 
interval routine
Think about your effort 
level on a scale of  
1 to 10. 

“1” is sitting down;  
“10” is running as 
quickly as possible. 

Even short bursts of 
activity are better 
than no exercise.  
If you can’t get 30 
minutes of activity, 
shoot for a 15- OR 
20-MINUTE interval 
routine instead. 

HOW DOES THIS 
WORKOUT ROUTINE 
BURN FAT? 

With interval training, 
you’ll be most effective 
at increasing the number 
of your mitochondria, 
the cells in muscles 
that convert fat into 
energy. When we don’t 
exercise, the number 
of mitochondria in our 
cells decreases. The 
more exercise, the more 
mitochonidrea increases. 
And, the more you will 
burn fat. The result is that 
you’ll burn more calories, 
even when you are not 
working out. 

4 REASONS TO TRY 
INTERVALS

 Burn more calories. 

 Help your heart. 

 Get out of a rut. 

 You can start now. 
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STRENGTHEN YOUR CORE
Where good posture begins

WHEN IT COMES TO FITNESS, THE TERM “CORE” 
MAY SEEM LIKE THE LATEST BUZZWORD. HOWEVER, 
HAVING A STRONG CORE IS ANYTHING BUT TRENDY. 
IT’S CRITICAL TO OVERALL FITNESS.

Think of what a core does for an apple. It basically holds 
the whole thing together. The same is true with your body. 
The core, the area between your upper and lower body, 
holds you upright.

1. Crunches (abs). Lie on the floor 
with your knees bent, feet flat on 
the floor, hands behind ears (do not 
clasp your fingers behind the head). 
ACTION: Raise your chest until your 
shoulder blades lift off the floor, 
keeping your eyes and chin directed 
towards ceiling. Lower your back 
slowly to the ground. Aim for 15-20 
crunches, working your way up to 
2-3 sets. 

2. Bicycles (abs, obliques). Begin 
in the same position as the crunch. 
Lift legs in the air and bend knees to 
form a 90-degree angle. ACTION: 
Moving legs in bicycle motion, first 
bring left knee close to body, reach 
right elbow to it. Then, bring right 
knee close to body, reach left elbow 
to it. Aim for 2-3 sets of 15-30 
seconds. 

4. Plank hold (abs). Lie on your stomach with palms on 
the floor next to your shoulders, feet and legs together, 
toes down. Action: Lift your body so that your arms are 
straight (palms below shoulders) and weight is balanced 
evenly between hands and toes. If this exercise is hard 
on your wrists, balance your weight on your forearms 
instead of using your hands. Keep body as straight as 
possible. Hold for 15-30 seconds, working your way up 
to 2-3 reps. 

5. Side plank (obliques). Start by lying on your side, 
legs straight and stacked. Action: Straighten bottom 
arm, lifting body, keeping arm in line below your 
shoulder. Balance on sides of feet. Use your abs to 
keep your hips lifted. Again, if this is hard on your wrist, 
balance your weight on your forearm instead. Repeat on 
other side. Hold for 15-30 seconds, working your way 
up to 2-3 reps on each side.

3. Superman (lower back). Lie 
facedown on the floor, legs together 
and straight, arms extended 
straight above your head. Keep your 
head and neck in neutral position, 
and your limbs straight but not 
locked. ACTION: Lift your arms 
and legs up toward the ceiling to 
form a gentle curve with your body; 
hold for 30 seconds. Lower to the 
ground and aim for 2-3 sets.

“Some people think a strong core means having a six-
pack,” says Ryan. “But your core is really all the muscles 
in your midsection, not just your abdominals. It includes 
muscle groups in your lower back, obliques and hips.”

Having a strong core is as much about keeping your back 
healthy as it is about your abs. When the muscles in 
your core are weak, other muscles must make up for it. 
This leaves you prone to injuries. A strong core will help 
improve balance. It will also help your body move with 
greater control and efficiency. 

There are a wide variety of core-strengthening exercises. 
It may be helpful to have a personal trainer walk through a 
series of core exercises to ensure proper form. As always, 
talk to your doctor before you start an exercise routine.

F I V E  B A S I C  C O R E - S T R E N G T H E N I N G  E X E R C I S E S

Start with how you sit and stand
HOW TO SIT PROPERLY:

› Keep your feet on the floor or if they don’t reach the 
floor, use a footrest.

› Don’t cross your legs. Your ankles should be in front 
of your knees.

› Keep a small gap between the back of your knees 
and the front of your seat.

› Your knees should be at or below the level of your 
hips.

› Adjust the backrest of your chair to support your 
low- and mid-back or use a back support.

› Relax your shoulders and keep your forearms 
parallel to the ground.

› Avoid sitting in the same position for long periods of 
time.

HOW TO STAND PROPERLY:

› Bear your weight primarily on the balls of your feet.

› Keep your knees slightly bent.

› Keep your feet about shoulder-width apart.

› Let your arms hang naturally down the sides of the 
body.

› Stand straight and tall with your shoulders pulled 
backward.

› Tuck your stomach in.

› Keep your head level. Your earlobes should be in 
line with your shoulders. Don’t push your head 
forward, backward or to the side.

› Shift your weight from your toes to your heels, or 
one foot to the other, if you have to stand for a long 
time.

SOURCE:  American Chiropractic Association, ACAtoday.org

Get it 
straight
GOOD POSTURE WILL 
GIVE YOU A LIFT
THERE ARE A LOT OF REASONS TO 
STAND (AND SIT) UP STRAIGHT,  AND 
NONE OF THEM HAVE TO DO WITH GOOD 
MANNERS.

Good posture helps you look healthy on the 
outside. The way you sit and stand can help you 
look younger, leaner, healthier and even more 
confident. But good posture also benefits your 
overall health, says Gina Ryan, personal trainer 
and general manager of the Well for Life Center at 
Wellmark Blue Cross and Blue Shield.

“Put it this way,” says Ryan, “Bad posture 
decreases your lung capacity and can even affect 
digestion. It also puts abnormal pressure on your 
spine. This can lead to back pain, neck pain, stiff, 
tight muscles and other problems.”

Obesity, pregnancy and improperly spaced office 
equipment, such as desks or computers, can all 
lead to poor posture. But so can small habits, 
such as cradling your phone between your head 
and neck, sitting on a wallet in your back pocket, 
or hauling a heavy purse on your shoulder.
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For 75 years, we’ve been there for 

you. Thanks for placing your trust 

in us. Here’s to a future of better 

health. Join the celebration at 

Wellmark.com/75.

HERE’S TO 
A FUTURE
OF BETTER 
HEALTH.
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